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elements of algebra were to be constructed from the intuition 
of pure time, and the operations on those elements would be 
determined by the nature of the elements themselves" (p. 300). 
Thus, to one degree or another, pure time seems to have prepared 
Hamilton for construction of noncommutative number quadruplets. 
Yet pure time and the quaternions defy a more definite causal 
relationship. In the sentence immediately following that just 
quoted, Hankins admits that "still it is a surprise to see him 
[Hamilton] write ij = - ji in such a cavalier fashion . ..I' (p. 
300). Hankins, in fact, tentatively points to other factors 
leading up to the moment of Hamilton's discovery of the qua- 
ternions, such as a visit from Gotthold Eisenstein, who pos- 
sibly mentioned to him the noncommutative nature of matrix 
multiplication. 
Hankins' unfinished reconstruction of the perhaps basically 
inexplicable moment of Hamilton's discovery should not turn 
away potential readers. His well-researched and well-written 
biography of a major 19th-century mathematician and scientist 
is simply too good to be ignored. As already emphasized, it 
masterfully blends personal and technical materials, and 
establishes the unity of Hamilton's life and work. Its mathe- 
matical section-- although far from definitive--decisively rein- 
forces earlier claims of a relationship between Hamilton's 
philosophy and mathematics. This section, and indeed the entire 
book, should be required reading for all historians of mathe- 
matics. Finally, as biography at its best, the book offers 
the reader an opportunity to evaluate the advantages and limits 
of biography as a major medium for probing the scientific and 
mathematical past. 
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With the completion of his doctoral dissertation in 1907, 
L. E. J. Brouwer entered into fifty years of research in his 
newly founded mathematical and philosophical program well 
known today as intuitionism. Although he published some twenty 
articles and presented numerous public lectures on the subject, 
no detailed or systematic book-length examination was forth- 
coming during his lifetime. This volume achieves a close 
approximation of that goal. 
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Between 1946 and 1951 Brouwer presented a series of lectures 
systematically elaborating the fundamentals of intuitionism. 
He had intended these lectures to be revised and published as a 
full-length investigation of intuitionism. For some unspecified 
reason the monograph was never published. However, the editor, 
van Dalen, found among the papers in Brouwer's estate a heavily 
revised copy of the Cambridge lecture notes with an indication 
that they were the "final revision text" for the publisher. 
What appears in this volume is a lightly edited version of 
this "final revision text," together with editor's notes and 
a few other relevant and previously unpublished notes by 
Brouwer. 
The Cambridge lectures were presented during the later 
part of Brouwer's active career --a period during which he 
modified some of his earlier intuitionistic results and intro- 
duced new concepts, such as "the creative subject." However, 
the Cambridge lectures, and this book, are more indicative of 
his research of the 1920s. This is understandable when one 
realizes that the Cambridge lectures were based heavily on 
lectures Brouwer presented in 1927 to the anti-Hilbert faction 
at Berlin. Brouwer used the Cambridge lectures to consolidate 
the fundamentals of intuitionism originally developed in his 
early career rather than to display his most recent results. 
Consequently, these lectures provide the reader with a system- 
atic examination of those central results which Brouwer accepted 
as part of intuitionistic mathematics throughout his entire 
career. 
The lectures are primarily concerned with the theorems of 
intuitionistic mathematics rather than with the philosophical 
arguments in favor of intuitionism. Only Chapter 1 and the 
appendix contain historical or philosophical material. 
Chapter 1 presents a general historical and philosophical 
introduction to intuitionism, defines such basic terminology 
as "species" and "spread" (intuitionistic sequences and tree- 
structured sets, respectively), and outlines the rules of 
intuitionistic logic (what Brouwer calls "principles of judge- 
ability"). There is a discussion of the metaphysics of intu- 
itionism, with the usual description of its relation to intu- 
itions of space and time. Brouwer reflects upon the roles of 
non-Euclidean geometry, the pre-intuitionist work of Poincarg 
and Lebesgue, and the formalism of Hilbert in the development 
of his intuitionistic theories. He also provides perhaps his 
clearest statements of the Two Acts of Intuitionism, which he 
regards as the groundwork for intuitionism. 
Chapter 2 describes the general properties of species and 
spreads. Brouwer provides intuitionistically acceptable defin- 
itions of finite and denumerably infinite cardinalities. He 
constructs intuitionistic versions of the Cartesian plane and 
n-dimensional Cartesian spaces. He introduces metrical and 
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topological concepts and redefines the classical concepts of 
separation, closure, accumulation and isolation points, com- 
pactness, and congruence. 
The third chapter considers properties of order. It pro- 
vides intuitionistic definitions of partial order, simple 
order, and ordinal number. The main objective of the chapter 
is to show that the continuum cannot be ordered in any intu- 
itionistically acceptable way. Applying the same method used 
to obtain this result, Brouwer demonstrates that certain well- 
established classical ordering results, such as the fact that 
every nonempty subset of a well-ordered set has a least ele- 
ment, are intuitionistically false. 
Chapter 4 provides further analytical results about the 
continuum. In an attempt to construct the continuum from the 
rational numbers, Brouwer offers intuitionistic versions of 
convergence sequences, limit points, and Dedekind cuts. This 
investigation of the continuum leads him to an examination of 
the properties of boundedness, density, connectedness, and 
local compactness. 
The last chapter proves Brouwer's famous result (somewhat 
inscrutable to classical mathematicians), known as the Bunch 
Theorem. As applications of this theorem, Brouwer is able to 
prove several results counter to classical mathematics: that 
any function that is everywhere defined on a closed interval 
is uniformly continuous; that the intuitionistic, but not the 
classical, version of the Heine-Bore1 theorem is valid; and 
that the continuum cannot be separated in any way into two 
nonempty disjoint sets. 
While the book undoubtedly constitutes an important record 
of Brouwer's mathematics, it is not particularly successful at 
introducing intuitionism to the uninitiated. Brouwer's suspi- 
cion of formalistic mathematics is reflected in these lectures 
by the relative absence of symbolism, at times leaving the 
reader to wade through long and cumbersome arguments in natural 
language. The number of definitins per theorem is burdensomely 
high compared to that of any area of classical mathematics. 
Deviation from the canons of classical logic and redefinition 
of classical mathematical terminology also present difficulties 
for the uninitiated. Thus the book will be of profit only to 
those readers who are willing to invest considerable effort in 
its study. Little can be gleaned from a cursory review. 
For the reader interested more in philosophical than in 
mathematical details, there is not much new. Although the 
appendix contains five pages of previously unpublished notes, 
their main significance is to corroborate material in Brouwer's 
earlier articles [1908, 1912, 1923, 1929, 19521. The histor- 
ical and philosophical material in the first chapter is almost 
identical in coverage to [Brouwer 19521. 
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Overall, while this volume is an important contribution to 
the professional study of Brouwer and intuitionism, it is a 
work which requires patience and mathematical sophistication. 
The effort required is probably not in proportion to the bene- 
fits bestowed upon the casual reader or upon most historians 
or philosophers. 
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